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Abstract

We propose a new method for predicting long-range interactions between amino acid residues

based on what we term `homological correlations.' Here two amino acid residues in a given

sequence are said to be homologically correlated, if the substitution patterns of those positions

in sequences homologous to the given sequence are correlated. Our method picks out a pair

of amino acids of interest at a time, in general in distant positions, and predicts if they are

homologically correlated.

An important characteristic of our method is that we enhance the input sequence(s) by

obtaining sequences homologous to it, not only in training but also in testing. In particular, our

method constructs a stochastic rule which takes as input the changes in the pair of positions of

interest, and predicts whether or not there exists a long-range interaction between those posi-

tions, or more precisely it gives the likelihood for the pair to comprise a long-range interaction.

On the basis of the likelihood calculated for each pair, our method �nally predicts the pairs

of positions comprising a strong long-range interaction, using a two-stage prediction method

which consists of a type of heuristic-search algorithm and the Boltzman annealing technique[1].

In this paper, as a preliminary experiment for demonstrating e�ectiveness of our method, we

focus on the problem of predicting the locations of disul�de bonds, which are a good example of

long-range interactions. Disul�de bonds are covalent bonds which form between the side chains

of two cysteine residues, adjacent in the three-dimensional structure, but located in distant

positions in the primary sequence (e.g. [2]). Thus the problem of predicting the locations of

disul�de bonds here is to determine the pairs of cysteines in a given sequence with unknown

disul�de bonds, each of which forms a disul�de bond.
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In our experiments, we extracted four proteins from the PDB LIST 35% LIST[3] to meet a

condition that at least 50 additional sequences which are homologous to each of four proteins

are available from the HSSP (Homology derived secondary structure of proteins) database[4]

Ver 1.0. The four proteins, each of which has less than 35% homology to the other three, are

shown in Table 1. Our experimental result shows that, even when only one of the four proteins

is used as training data, our method was able to predict all of the locations of disul�de bonds

in all four proteins.

This result indicates that there exists a clear correlation between the substitutions of amino

acids at any two positions which comprise a long-range interaction such as disul�de bonds.

Also, this result suggests that our homological correlation based method is potentially use-

ful in identifying various types of long-range interactions, such as helix-helix or helix-sheet

contacts, any of which are thought to be crucial keys to predicting protein three-dimensional

structures (e.g.[2]). At present, one biggest disadvantage of our homological correlation based

method consists in use of a number of sequences for a given input in both learning and pre-

diction, but such di�culty will be overcome in the future by immense increase of determined

sequences with development of various kinds of genome sequencing projects, and then homo-

logical correlation will be greatly useful in predicting various long-range interactions described

above.

HSSP code # of disul�de bonds # of obtained aligned sequences

1ppfe 4 53

1sgt 3 109

1ton 5 126

3rp2a 3 128

Table 1: Examples
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